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Hi Rosalind.
Heres the Chorus response you already have been cc`d in on ?

Thank you for providing an indication of your development plans in this area. I can confirm that we have infrastructure in the
general land area that you are proposing to develop. Chorus will be able to extend our network to provide connection availability.
However, please note that this undertaking would of course be subject to Chorus understanding the final total property connections
that we would be providing, roll-out of property releases/dates and what investment may or may not be required from yourselves
and Chorus to deliver the infrastructure to and throughout the site in as seamless and practical way as possible.

The cost involved would be a minimum of our current standard fee of $1600 per lot excluding GST. The 1st stage would also incur
the cost of establishing the feeder fibre to the subdivision. This cost can only be finalised at the time that you are ready to proceed
with the 1st stage.

Chorus is happy to work with you on this project as the network infrastructure provider of choice. What this ultimately means is that
the end customers (business and home owners) will have their choice of any retail service providers to take their end use services
from once we work with you to provide the physical infrastructure.

Please reapply with a detailed site plan when you are ready to proceed .

Regards Andy

Andy Carnihan
Network Scoper
T 04 896 4292
M
E Andy.Carnihan@chorus.co.nz
PO Box 632
Wellington 6011
www.chorus.co.nz
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Please consider the environment before printing this email

Sent: Friday, 21 December 2018 1:51 p.m.
To: TSG <TSG@chorus.co.nz>
Subject: Enquiry - ability to service development

Good afternoon

I am working on a project that aims to deliver approximately 600 houses on Lot 2 DP 475609 - Woolshed Road, near Queenstown.

I am looking to apply for an Expression of Interest for Special Housing Area in January, and would like confirmation that in principle
this area could be serviced with fibre.

I happen to have worked on the Hanley’s Farm project which is located to the south of this property and am aware that trunk fibre
(and I believe spare ducts) were laid across this site recently, so I doubt that servicing this site should pose any significant difficulty.
FYI – in the image below I have shown the approximate outline of the site in red, overlaid the route of the fibre recently installed:
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I look forward to your response at your earliest convenience

Regards

